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The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most widely studied problems in
combinatorial optimization. It has long been known to be NP-hard and hence research on
developing algorithms for the TSP has focused on approximate methods in addition to exact
methods. Tabu search is one of the most widely applied metaheuristic for solving the TSP. In
this paper, we review the tabu search literature on the TSP, point out trends in it, and bring
out some interesting research gaps in this literature.
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1 Introduction
Many managerial problems, like routing problems, facility location problems, scheduling problems,
network design problems, can either be modeled as combinatorial optimization problems, or solve
combinatorial optimization problems as sub-problems. A very commonly researched combinatorial
optimization problem in this and other contexts is the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In a
TSP (see e.g., [37]) we are given a weighted graph with n nodes, and are required to ﬁnd a tour
in the graph visiting each node exactly once such that the sum of the costs of the edges or arcs in
the tour is the minimum possible. The number n is commonly referred to as the size of the TSP.
TSPs serve as a representation of many managerial problems, especially in logistics. Many more
problems, though not obviously related to the TSP can be modeled as TSPs. A large number of
other problems are not equivalent to solving TSPs, but solve TSPs as subproblems.
Apart from being a recurrent problem in managerial situations, the TSP is among the most
widely studied problems in combinatorial optimization. It was one of the ﬁrst problems whose
decision version was shown to be NP-complete (see [35]), and has been a testbed for theoretical
and computational studies ever since. Rich classes of benchmark problems exist for the TSP (see
e.g., [44, 34]), as do eﬃcient implementations for solving reasonably large problems to optimality
(see for example, NEOS: http://neos.mcs.anl.gov/neos/solvers/co:concorde/TSP.html).
The TSP is known to be NP-hard. This means that no known algorithm is guaranteed to
solve all TSP instances to optimality within reasonable execution time. So in addition to exact
solution approaches, a number of heuristics and metaheuristics have been developed to solve problems
approximately. Heuristics and metaheuristics trade optimality of the solutions that they output with
execution times. They are used to ﬁnd “good” quality solutions within reasonable execution times.
The term heuristic is normally used to describe an approximate solution method that is intended
for one particular optimization problem, while the term metaheuristic is used to describe a more
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general framework that can be easily adapted to solve a wide variety of problems. Metaheuristics are
normally improvement algorithms, i.e., they start with one or more feasible solutions to the problem
at hand and suggest methods for improving such solutions. Typical examples of metaheuristics
include local search, tabu search, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithms.
The literature shows that tabu search is possibly the most widely used and most successful
metaheuristic procedure to solve combinatorial optimization problems. Figure 1 shows the number
























































Figure 1: Papers dealing with tabu search implementations for the TSP and related problems
is an improvement heuristic based on local search. It starts with an initial solution to the problem,
(a tour in case of the TSP), calls it a current solution, and searches for the best solution in a
suitably deﬁned neighborhood (a collection of tours that can be “easily” reached from the current
solution) of the solution. It then designates the best solution in the neighborhood as the current
solution and starts the search process again. Tabu search terminates when certain terminating
conditions, either involving execution time conditions, or solution quality objectives, or both, have
been met. In order to prevent tabu search from considering solutions that it has visited in recent
iterations, tabu search maintains a list of neighbor generation moves that it considers forbidden, or
tabu (hence the name, tabu search) and ignores solutions that can be reached only through tabu
moves while searching the neighborhood of a solution. Once a move enters the list of tabu moves,
it stays there for a number of tabu search iterations (called the tabu tenure of the move). The
list of tabu moves therefore changes continuously during the execution of the search, making tabu
search an adaptive memory search algorithm. Several researchers have added features that enrich
the basic tabu search algorithm described here, such as intermediate term memory structures, long
term memory structures, and aspiration criteria, which have been widely applied to tabu search
implementations for most problems like the TSP. Other features that have been proposed, but not
commonly implemented for tabu search on TSPs are strategic oscillation, path relinking, candidate
list strategies etc.
In this paper, we review the literature on application of tabu search to TSPs and problems very
closely related to it, like vehicle routing problems (VRP). We reviewed 58 papers on the application
of tabu search to these problems. The papers that we reviewed mostly appeared in print in the
last ﬁfteen years. We classify the literature based on problem size (Section 2), generation of initial
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solutions (Section 3), selection of moves (Section 4), the choice of short, medium, and long term
memory structures (Section 5 through Section 7), and aspiration criteria (Section 8). We summarize
our ﬁndings in Section 9.
2 Problem Sizes Considered
44 papers describe experimental results of using tabu search on TSPs. Table 1 provides a summary
of the maximum size of TSPs considered by diﬀerent authors in the literature. It is interesting
to note that even though metaheuristics are meant to handle large problems, more than half the
authors deal only with TSPs with up to 100 nodes. Most of these authors have used the benchmark
problems described in [53] which contain 56 instances with 100 nodes each. Till date, we have only
seen three papers ([7], [16], and [32]) that implement tabu search on TSPs with between 500 and
1035 nodes.
Table 1: Papers implementing tabu search on TSPs and problem sizes they consider
Number of nodes Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
100 or less [22, 39, 50] [2, 4, 8, 13, 20,
21, 26, 30, 41,
43, 51, 62]
[11, 31, 32, 33,
36, 56]
[6, 38] 23
101 – 150 — [3] [12, 15] [49] 4
151 – 200 [24, 42, 46] [5, 9, 63] — [1, 38] 8
201 – 250 [17] — — [18] 2
251 – 300 — [27, 25] [15] — 3
301 – 350 — — — — —
351 – 400 — [45] — [40] 2
401 – 450 [59] [55] [14, 57] — 4
451 or more — [61] [7, 16, 32] — 4
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
With the advent of more powerful computers one would expect recent papers to deal with larger
problems. However, as is evident from Table 1, this trend is not observed in practice. For example,
in the last three years, we have not encountered a single paper that implements tabu search on TSPs
with more than 400 nodes.
3 Generation of Initial Solutions
Tabu search is an improvement heuristic. It needs to start with a feasible tour in the graph describing
the TSP. 32 of the 58 papers surveyed describe the process used to obtain initial solutions. In these,
8 methods were used to generate initial solutions. These 8 methods are given below:
GRASP: (General Randomized Adaptive Search Process) This method is a modiﬁcation
of a greedy tour construction heuristic. In a greedy heuristic, a tour is constructed by growing
a path in the graph and joining the end points once the path includes all the nodes in the
graph. The ﬁrst point is randomly chosen, and the node closest to the endpoints of the path
being formed is the next point to be added to the path. In a GRASP heuristic, the point that
is added to the path being grown is not necessarily the closest one to the endpoints, but a
random one chosen from a set of points that are close enough to the endpoints of the existing
path.
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RandIns: (Randomized insertion) This method starts with a partial tour and inserts nodes
randomly into tour without forming sub-tours in between. It stops when all nodes in the
graph have been included in the tour.
NrNbr: (Nearest neighbor) This method starts with a partial tour. It then uses a modiﬁed
Prim’s algorithm to ﬁnd a node in the graph which is not in the partial tour, and is nearest
to a node already existing in the partial tour. It then adds this node to the partial tour. If
the graph describing the TSP is not complete, there is a possibility that after the completion
of this procedure, some of the nodes remain unconnected to the tour. These nodes are then
added to the tour using the RandIns procedure (see e.g., [8]).
NrMrgr: (Nearest merger) This method forms subtours in the graph describing the TSP. It
then modiﬁes Kruskal’s algorithm to coalasce the subtours into a complete tour.
PrNrNbr: (Probabilistic nearest neighbor) This is a probabilistic version of nearest neigh-
borhood heuristic. It starts with a partial tour. Then, for each node already in the partial
tour, the neighboring nodes are assigned probabilities of being connected to the node. The
probability is higher for a node which has lower cost of joining to the node being considered.
The heuristic then chooses one of the neighboring nodes probabilistically and adds it to the
partial tour. It stops when all the nodes in the graph are included in the tour.
Sweep: (Sweep method) This heuristic is suited for TSPs deﬁned on a plane. An initial node is
chosen, and all the other nodes are order according to the angles they make with the starting
node. They are then added to the tour in the same order.
Solomon: (Solomon’s heuristic) It is a combination of the nearest neighbor heuristic and the
sweep heuristic.
GENI: (GENeralized Insertion) Developed by [23], it constructs a tour by inserting vertices
between two non-successive nodes in a partial tour.
Table 2: Methods of forming initial solutions for tabu search
Method Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
GRASP — [20] — — 1
RandIns — [4, 55, 5, 41] [15, 57, 52] [58] 8
NrNbr — [8, 13, 20, 62,
5, 63]
[10, 12, 36, 31,
52]
[38, 40, 49] 14
NrMrgr — — [7] — 1
PrNrNbr — — [7] — 1
Sweep — — [14] [40, 49, 18] 4
Solomon [22] [43] — — 2
GENI [24] [25] — — 2
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
Table 2 summarizes the use of the 8 methods to form initial solutions in the tabu search literature
on the TSP. We observe that the nearest neighborhood heuristic (NrNbr) is the most common choice
followed by randomized insertion heuristic (RndIns). We feel that these heuristics are chosen because
they are the easiest to implement for TSPs, and also because given enough execution time, tabu
search is thought to be powerful enough to obtain good solutions regardless of the initial solution
presented to the search process.
4 Choice of Moves
Tabu search being an improvement heuristic moves from one solution to the next in search of an
optimal solution. The method of moving from one solution to another is described by a set of
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rules and called a move. The set of all solutions that can be reached from a given solution using a
pre-speciﬁed move is called the neighborhood of the solution.
Out of the papers we reviewed, 42 papers describe the moves that they use in tabu search
implementation. However, the only paper that emphasizes the inﬂuence of the choice of moves on
the solution generated is [42], although it deals only with VRPs.
The following types of moves have been used in the literature in the context of TSP and related
problems.
2-opt move: In this move, two edges are removed from an existing tour and two new edges are
inserted as to create a new tour without creating subtours. Figure 2 demonstrates a 2-opt
move for TSPs.
Figure 2: A 2-opt move
r-opt move: It is a generalization of the 2-opt move where r > 2 edges are involved in dele-
tion/addition operation. Figure 3 demonstrates a 3-opt move (i.e, a r-opt move with r = 3)
for TSPs.
Figure 3: A 3-opt move
Vertex insertion: In this move, a vertex is removed from an existing tour and is inserted between
two other vertices to create a new tour. Figure 4 demonstrates a vertex insertion move for
TSPs in which the vertex kept out of the tour in the intermediate step is re-inserted in the
last step.
Figure 4: A vertex insertion move
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Vertex Exchange: In this move the positions of two vertices are interchanged to create a new tour
from the existing one. Figure 5 demonstrates a vertex exchange move for TSPs in which the
two vertices colored white in the intermediate step are exchanged in the last step.
Figure 5: A vertex exchange move
Generalized Insertion (GENI): In a GENI move, one vertex is removed from the tour, and is
joined to two vertices that were not adjacent in the original tour. The nodes displaced from
the tour due to this operation are introduced at appropriate positions to complete the tour.
For example, in Figure 6, node 2 is removed from the original tour, and is made adjacent to
nodes 3 and 5. Node 4 which is consequently displaced is reintroduced in the tour, between
nodes 6 and 7 to complete the tour.
Figure 6: A GENI move
λ-interchange: Suggested by [42], it works in the same principle as vertex exchange in a reduced
neighborhood; only λ of the nearest nodes from a given node are considered for interchange.
Or-opt: This move is a modiﬁcation of the r-opt move. It was proposed by Or in 1976. It considers
a small fraction of exchanges that would be considered by a regular r-opt move. In this move,
due to computational convenience, only those exchanges are considered that would result in a
string of up to three currently adjacent cities being inserted between two other cities.
Table 3 summarizes the choice of moves with time. From the table, we see that the three moves
that are most commonly used are vertex insertion, vertex exchange, and 2-opt. These moves are
the easiest to implement among all the moves considered. They result in neighborhoods whose sizes
are quadratic in the number of nodes in the TSP. Moves that result in larger neighborhoods often
provide more improvement in each tabu search iteration, but searching them takes longer.
5 Choice of Short Term Memory Structures
Short term memory structures are used in tabu search to prevent the search from re-visiting solutions
that it has visited in the immediate past. They are normally stored as a collection of forbidden moves
in a list called the tabu list. Each move in the tabu list remains in the list for a number of tabu
search iterations. This number is called its tabu tenure. Tabu search implementations either keep
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Table 3: Types of moves used in tabu search implementations for TSP
Moves used Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
2-opt [39, 42, 46, 22] [43, 55, 62, 5,
27]
[12, 31, 57] [40, 6, 58] 15
r-opt — [45, 55, 62] — — 3
Vertex insertion [42, 50, 24] [26, 9, 14, 61,
63, 5]
[41, 10, 16, 15,
36, 31, 7, 52,
56, 57]
[38, 40, 49, 6,
58]
24
Vertex exchange — [3, 9, 61, 5, 63,
41]
[10, 36, 31, 7,
32, 56, 57]
[38, 40, 49, 6] 17
GENI — [14] [7] [18] 3
λ-interchange [42, 59] [13] [32] — 4
Or-opt [22] [43, 55] [32] — 4
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
the tabu tenure as a ﬁxed number or one that changes deterministically with algorithm parameters
(e.g., the number of tabu search iterations already executed) or problem parameters (e.g., problem
size) or generate the tenure randomly within a pre-speciﬁed range. We refer to the ﬁrst two kinds
of tabu tenure as non-random tabu tenures, and the last one as random tabu tenure.
Papers implementing non-random tabu tenures: 30 of the papers that we surveyed dealt
with non-random tabu tenures. Of those, 16 dealt with tabu tenures that were ﬁxed, and the other
14 papers dealt with tabu tenures that varied with the number of iterations already performed by
tabu search, or with the instance size. Table 4 provides a summary of the papers that dealt with ﬁxed
tabu tenures. Table 5 presents a grouping of papers by the parameter that they use to determine
the tabu tenure.
Table 4: Range of ﬁxed tabu tenure used in tabu search implementations
Tenure range Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
1–4 [17] — — — 1
5–9 [17, 22] [43, 3, 2] [64, 7, 52] — 8
10–14 [59] [3, 2] [10, 64, 7, 32] — 7
15–19 — [3, 2] [31] — 3
20–24 — [2] [10, 57] [1, 58] 5
25 or more — — [10, 36] — 2
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
Table 5: Dependence of non-random tabu tenures on parameters in tabu search implementations
Tenure depends on Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
No. of TS iterations [42] [4, 55, 41] — [40, 48] 6
Size of the instance [39, 42] [41, 62, 13] [60, 29, 16] [18, 40, 49] 11
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
From Table 4 we see that the range of values for the tabu tenure lies mostly in between 5 to 25
across years. Further, more than 50% of these papers use tabu tenures between 5 to 15. In papers
like [17], [2], and [64], the authors conducted experiments to see the eﬀect of diﬀerent tenure values
on solution quality. In [2], the authors showed that non-random tabu tenures outperforms all other
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kinds of tabu tenures in tabu search applied to TSPs. Of the diﬀerent non-random tabu tenures
used, a tabu tenure of 15 emerges as the best choice in [2]. In [64], the authors attempted to ﬁnd
out optimal tabu tenures for diﬀerent sets of problems but were unable to generate any universal
recommendation.
From Table 5, we observe that most of the papers that do not ﬁx a tabu tenure irrespective of
the problem instance vary the tabu tenure based on the instance size. A relatively small number
of papers make the tabu tenure dependent on the number of iterations already executed by tabu
search. Only one of the papers that we surveyed ([42] for VRPs), describes an elaborate mechanism
for determining the tabu tenure. In [42], the tenure value depends on four problem parameters; a
customer identiﬁcation number, a vehicle identiﬁcation number, a capacity ratio of the demand to the
available vehicle capacities, and the type of moves considered. It was shown through computational
experiments that results obtained by using this strategy gives a better solution than simulated
annealing results, although the paper did not compare its strategy with other variants of tabu
search.
There is also a more formalized approach called the functional approach (see e.g., [39], [50]) to
determine tabu tenures. In this approach the tabu tenure is determined using a function of problem-
speciﬁc parameters. The form of the function is pre-speciﬁed. The coeﬃcients of the function are
derived by regressing tenure value over other problem parameters for the best solutions found. In
some papers like [16], [14], [60], [18], and [49], the functional approach is followed to determine
non-random tabu tenures. In [16] and [14], the form of the function is logarithmic, while in [49],
both logarithmic and linear equations are used. The size of the TSP instance is taken as the only
independent variable during regression in these papers.
A detailed comparison of such non-random tabu tenures over diﬀerent problem sizes appears in
[62]. In it, tabu tenures ranging from n/32 to 3n/2 (where n is the size of the TSP) were tested
for TSPs with sizes varying between 20 and 100 nodes. The paper concludes that the tabu tenure
should be within n/8 and n/4 for 2-opt moves, and between n/16 and n/8 for 3-opt moves.
Papers implementing random tabu tenures: The change of tabu tenure from deterministic to
random was initiated in [54] for the quadratic assignment problem. Among the papers we surveyed,
20 papers used random tabu tenures. In all of these papers, tabu tenures are picked randomly from
a uniform distribution whose support was ﬁxed. In 9 papers, the limits of the distributions from
which the tabu tenure is drawn varied with the instance size.
Table 6 summarizes the range of tabu tenures in papers where the support of the distribution
from which tabu tenures did not depend on the problem being solved. It shows that the support of
the distribution from which tabu tenure values were drawn was [5,10] in a majority of the papers.
This support was ﬁrst used in [24] and was motivated by a suggestion in [28].
Table 6: Random independent tabu tenure ranges used in tabu search implementations
Range used Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
5–10 [24] [45, 61, 5, 30] [12, 56] [38] 8
10–20 — [5] [10] [40] 3
20–30 — [51] [10] — 2
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
Reference [46] inﬂuenced the trend of making tabu tenures depend on problem and search char-
acteristics. In this paper, the authors modiﬁed the tabu tenure based on solution values in previous
iterations. After this, 9 papers have appeared in the literature in which the suport of the distribution
from which the tabu tenure is chosen is based on the problem being solved. All of them except [45]
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and [40]) considered instances with between 50 and 150 nodes. Reference [40] considered instances
with 400 nodes.
Most of the work on the dependence of tabu tenure on instance size is due to Cordeau, Gendreau
and their co-authors. They developed a functional relation for the ranges of distribution based on
the instance size. There are however two distinct trends in the modeling of the dependence. In
[26], [27], and [8], the support of the distribution from which tabu tenures are chosen were directly
proportional to the problem size, while in [14] and [15] the dependence is logarithmic. There is no
empirical evidence to show that one of these forms is better than the other.
6 Choice of Intermediate Term Memory Structures
Intermediate term memory structures are used in tabu search to intensify the search by restricting it
to promising regions of the solution space. 18 of the papers we reviewed implemented intermediate
term memory structures. We classify the strategies used into the following four categories:
Strategy IT1: Edges that occur frequently in low cost tours are forced into candidate tours for next
few iterations.
Strategy IT2: The search is re-started with a tour that was one of the lower cost tours found in
previous iterations.
Strategy IT3: In the current iteration, higher probabilities are assigned to include the edges common
to previously encountered low cost tours in a probabilistic tabu search.
Strategy IT4: Changing tabu tenure (in comparison to existing tenure value) whenever a local op-
timum is reached.
Table 7: Intermediate term memory management strategies used in tabu search implementations
Strategy used Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
Strategy IT1 [46] [43, 4, 13, 5] [19, 57] [40, 58] 9
Strategy IT2 [24] [45, 55] [56] [48, 49] 6
Strategy IT3 [47] [55] [56] — 3
Strategy IT4 [50, 46] [21] — — 3
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
Table 7 presents information about the use of the four strategies. We see that the ﬁrst two
strategies have been used in more than 80% of the papers cited. Strategy IT1 has a wide acceptability
because it restricts the solution space. In Strategy IT2, the search is re-initiated from a promising
region without any particular restriction in the search process. The scarcity of papers involving
Strategy IT3 is expected, because it works for probabilistic tabu search, which itself is not frequently
used. In some papers (see e.g., [46], [55], [56]), more than one of these strategies are used together.
7 Choice of Long Term Memory Structures
Tabu search uses long term memory structures to diversify the search to new regions in the solution
space. We found 23 papers that used long term memory structures to achieve diversiﬁcation. We
list the strategies used below.
Strategy LT1: Frequency based diversiﬁcation is done by adding a penalty value to the cost of
each edge. The penalty is proportional to the number of times the edge occurs in
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previously visited tours. The objective here is to create a disincentive for including
edges that were often encountered previously.
Strategy LT2: This is a modiﬁcation of LT1, in which the penalty value also includes terms that are
not dependent on frequency measures.
Strategy LT3: Diversiﬁcation is achieved by changing the way in which tours are evaluated in order
to move the search to new parts of the search space. It may also involve changing
the move being used in the search.
Strategy LT4: Changing the stopping criterion to allow more non-improving moves.
Strategy LT5: If no improvement is seen in the best tour cost for certain number of iterations,
diversiﬁcation is attained by adding a parameter called inﬂuence measure to the
tour costs for neighboring solutions. The inﬂuence measure measures the degree of
similarity between two consecutive solutions.
Table 8: Long term memory management strategies used in tabu search implementations
Strategy used Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
Strategy LT1 — [4, 8, 13, 55, 9,
30]
[10, 19, 7, 56] [40] 11
Strategy LT2 [24] [14] [16, 15] [49] 5
Strategy LT3 — [43] [12, 56] — 3
Strategy LT4 — [45, 21] — — 2
Strategy LT5 — — [57] [58] 2
Numbers refer to citation numbers in References list.
Table 8 presents the usage of long term memory structures in the tabu search literature on TSPs.
It is clear from the table that Strategy LT1 is the most commonly used strategy for using long term
memory structures.
Reference [24] used Strategy LT2 in their tabu search implementation. In their implementation,
the penalty value was dependent on a factor equal to absolute diﬀerence between two successive
values of objective function, the square root of the neighborhood size for a particular move, and
a scaling factor to control the intensity of diversiﬁcation to be achieved. The concept of a scaling
factor was also used in [14], [16], [15], and [49] among others.
Reference [56] used Strategy LT3 in their tabu search implementation. They modiﬁed the cost
of tours to facilitate the inclusion of non-frequent moves. In the tabu search implementation in [12],
edges do not enter the tabu list if the cost of the tour is within 10% of the cheapest tour up to that
iteration. Reference [43]’s implementation in used Or-opt moves instead of the usual variation on
the 2-opt move when it could not improve the best tour for a speciﬁc number of iterations.
References [57] and [58] used inﬂuence measures to help diversify their tabu search. By inserting
this expression in the objective function, they restricted moves to similar kinds of tours.
8 Choice of Aspiration Criteria
Aspiration criteria are criteria which if satisﬁed, permits tabu search to make use of tabu moves to
reach neighboring solutions. 30 of the papers that we reviewed used aspiration criteria. Although
the design of aspiration criteria can be ﬁnely tuned, all the papers except [14] chose to overrule the
tabu status of moves if they allowed the search to ﬁnd a tour that was better than the best found
until that iteration. [14] developed attribute speciﬁc adaptive aspiration level functions instead of
taking solution values.
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9 Summary of Findings
The following is a summary of the trends that we observe in the literature on tabu search imple-
mentations for the TSP and allied problems.
1. Most authors have mostly considered tabu search implementations on symmetric TSPs de-
scribed on complete graphs.
2. The size of problems that authors deal with have not shown much increase (Table 1). In fact
even in more recent papers, authors concentrate on problems with less than 100 nodes. One
of the reasons for this could be the lack of benchmark instances of large size. Such instances
are now available (see [34]).
3. None of the papers that we reviewed used all of the features of tabu search in their tabu
search implementations. Table 9 summarizes the data on the features used in tabu search
implementations in the literature. Of course papers may have used tabu search features without
discussing them in detail in the presentation, so this table is more of a list of features that
authors have discussed in the papers on tabu search applied to TSPs.
Table 9: Tabu search features used in tabu search implementations
Component Before 1996 1996 – 2000 2001 – 2005 After 2006 Total
Fixed tabu tenure 5 10 12 4 33
Random tabu tenure 3 13 5 2 23
Intermediate term
memory structure
5 5 2 4 16
Long term memory
structure
4 7 9 3 23
Aspiration criteria 4 10 10 5 29
4. Authors do not use very sophisticated methods to obtain initial solutions for tabu search
implementations (Table 2). It is not clear whether they do this because the neighborhoods of
good initial solutions do not provide other good solutions, or whether tabu search is found to
be powerful enough to generate good quality solutions regardless of the initial solution.
5. The issue of deciding tabu tenures have not received adequate attention in the literature. First,
papers have looked at only linear and logarithmic dependences of the tabu tenure on problem
size. They provide no justiﬁcation for restricting themselves to only these functional forms.
It would also be interesting to experiment with other functional forms of dependence of the
tabu tenure on problem size. Second, papers that have modiﬁed tabu tenures based on the
problems being solved look at the size of the problem as the only problem speciﬁc criterion. It
would be interesting to see if the length of the tabu tenure could be made dependent on other
problem characteristics to yield better results.
6. Authors prefer moves that are simple to implement and which give rise to small neighborhoods
(Table 3). In the last few years, they have only considered vertex insertion, vertex exchange,
and 2-opt moves. It seems that they ﬁnd running more tabu search iterations with less im-
provement per iteration to be a better option than running few tabu search iterations each of
which could provide potentially much larger improvement.
7. Most authors prefer to use short term memory structures in their tabu search implementations
(Tables 4 through 6). In aggregate more authors have preferred ﬁxed tabu tenures over random
tabu tenures. This preference seems to have increased in recent years. Among authors who
have chosen to use ﬁxed tabu tenures, more authors are beginning to tailor the tabu tenures
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based on the characteristics of the TSP being solved and the stage of execution that the search
is in.
8. Relatively few papers use intermediate and long term memory structures (Tables 7 and 8). The
trend to use these structures have not picked up over time. More papers use long term memory
structures than intermediate term memory structures. Implementations may be conceived in
which intermediate and long term memory structures are not used throughout, but switched on
or oﬀ at particular points in the search process. Such implementations could be experimented
with, and criteria for switching these structures on or oﬀ could be experimentally arrived at.
For long term memory structures (especially Strategies LT1 and LT2), more research needs to
be done to arrive at a good functional form of the penalty function.
9. Aspiration criteria is being used only in 50% of the tabu search implementations. There does
not seem to be much work on ﬁne-tuning the design of aspiration criteria in these implemen-
tations.
10. More advanced features of tabu search, such as strategic oscillation, use of elite candidate lists,
etc. have not found much use in the tabu search literature on TSPs so far.
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